A good time was had by all on Sunday on the U.C. lawn as students celebrated the Spring Fling.

Three excellent bands played for us starting with the Tulbelleon based band, "La-bamba," whose mellow modern jazz sound was perfect for starting the day. They played a lot of their own compositions and all sounded quite original.

Due to illness Big Mama Blue was unable to perform but the band that took her place was by no means a second-rate band. Bethlehem Rose played two sets of some very good folk. The second set was all their own music. Among the artists whose music they played were the Eagles and my own personal favorite, the Pointer-Spart Band.

The third band to play was the Mission Mountain World Band whose zesty country-rock music had the crowd dancing all the way through its performance. I'm sure I speak for all who were there when I say that that's one band we'd all like to see back here soon.

Between bands we had a comedy team called, the Godson, whose repertory was definitely of a far finer quality than most comedy teams I have seen and appeared to create comedy spontaneously during their act. These jokes won't be getting stole for lack of change.

Along with the Godsons, Embry-Riddle’s own Skydiving team put on an exhibition of skydiving skill which made it easy to see why they do so well in inter-collegiate meets.

Daytona Florida was the sponsor of a paper airplane contest which had three categories: one for size of airplane; one for longest flight and one for originality of design. The plane which took first place for size also took the distance prize near the running down a half dozen spectators and the best time at the same time. Riddle will be replacing the winner of 1725’s with these airplanes as they can be built for a dollar and hardly born any gas at all. FAA Certification is expected by next fall. (Ha, Ha!)

I would like to make special mention of Jimmy Billinger who did a fantastic job of organizing the bands.

Spring Fling was a great success and a great way to spend a Sunday afternoon. I hope we will be having many more weekends that we are fun as this one was.

By Chuck Henry

---

FIND YOUR SS NUMBER ON A T-SHIRT FROM MILLER

Congratulations to David Freiler, the winner of last week’s AVION-CHICAGO T-Shirt Contest! Somewhere in this paper is someone’s social security number. If you find your number in the list below you are the winner of a free Miller Beer T-Shirt. Compliments of S&R Porret, Inc., Miller distributor here in Daytona Beach, Florida. If your number appears pick up your free T-Shirt at the AVION Office, second floor, U.C.

NEW CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM FORMING!

All persons interested in organizing a cross-country team at E-RAU next fall meet in the CFE at 1:00 on Thursday April 13. If you’re interested but can’t attend send a S.A.S.E. card with your name and address and phone number.

Paul Koeckwitz

---

FIELD DAY

Saturday afternoon saw each crew of the Royal Scottish Ion Mean Machine and the Dorm Devastators battling it out for victory in the annual Field Day competition. There were six teams and each side had two sets of teams for each event. The day started off with a bicycle race which was won by the dorm.

The next event was volleyball. This was a best of three competition and the Hill team won two games of three. After the volleyball came the basketball game which was taken by the dorm with plenty of margin. Anything Goes followed the basketball. The only way I can think of to describe this event is STRANGE.

The teams each put in four personal who were each dressed as a woman, one at a time, six bullhorns were then stuffed into the "Woman's" clothing and the contestant then had to do an obstacle course without losing "her" clothing, bullhorns, etc. This event was also won by the dorm.

The final event was Devonie - 23, Mean Machine - 16. All the teams played well and everyone had fun.

Thanks are in order for our four referees who volunteered their time. They are Candy Hamilton, Boole Norin, Frank Park and Kevin Ryan.

Hopefully both teams will come back to compete against next spring because it was a lot of fun to watch.

By Jonathan Bailey

AVION Staff Reporter

---

THE RIDDLE ???

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE SENDER OF LAST WEEK’S RIDDLE QUESTION.

This week’s Riddle question is: Who is the first Riddler?

The winner of this week’s Riddle will receive a free hair styling and bracelet from The Harp. E-RAU's Embellishment and Hairpoint

NOTICES CONTINUED ON PAGE 7.
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As this is my first editorial and I don't really have anything to get up on my soap box about I will use this space to spread a little late news and gossip.

The WAYS line is again available to students. It is to be used for job placement only, however, and requires an O'Flaherty's approval prior to use.

A score close to the administration has assured me there will be no tuition increase in the near future. This brings about the very real possibility that user fees will be instituted for parking and the pool.

If you noticed one of the Riddle cops giving you a ticket when you pass him it's not because he's a little stingy. Security is trying to change it soon. Would you believe one student received a written apology over an unknown ticket? Bizarro, I say.

No letters to the editor this week. I can't believe everything happy. I guess it's a good thing to do with only one more week of school. Too bad, I nice reading that most every week and getting mad at them.

Hope everyone has a nice break. See you on the beach.

--Klyde Morris

OPINIONS

THE OPINIONS EXPRESSED IN THIS PAPER ARE NOT NECESSARILY THOSE OF THE UNIVERSITY OR ALL MEMBERS OF THE STUDENT BODY. LETTERS AND ARTICLES WRITTEN IN THE AVION DO NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE OPINIONS OF THE PUBLISHER OR ITS STAFF. ALL LETTERS SUBMITTED WILL BE PRINTED PROVIDING THEY ARE NOT LewD, OBSCENE, OR OBSCENELY LOUSO, AT THE DISCRETION OF THE EDITOR, AND ARE ACCOMPANYED BY THE SIGNATURE OF THE WRITER. NAMES WILL BE WITHHELD FROM PRINT IF REQUESTED.

ER AU STUDENT APARTMENT COMPLEX OPEN HOUSE

Remember the Rarucut Club? Well, the renovations are nearly complete and the new sound E-RAU Student Apartment Complex is in the final stage of preparation for full occupancy.

To give students, faculty, staff and friends in the community an opportunity to "preview the project" the E-RAU Board of Visitors in cooperation with the SGA is sponsoring an open house on Friday, help-up to 6 p.m. A model apartment will be set up for public view along with a reception in the main building. The complex will feature 29 apartment units. Each unit has two bedrooms, two bathrooms, living room, study-lounge area, kitchenette, and are currently in competitive bidding solution.

The complex also features the "largest pool in Daytona Beach" and will include laundry facilities, recreation room, outdoor gas grills, swimming area, private parking, and tennis courts. The completely furnished units will be available first to continuing students through a housing contract. The complex will be managed by a known resident manager according to standard apartment living procedures.

According to Mrs. First, coordinator for furniture design and acquisition, an effort has been made to furnish the apartments tastefully and competitively with similar apartment remains in the area.

Take an hour on Friday, April 14 and go out U.S. 92 to the E-RAU Student Apartment Complex for a tour by your Board of Visitors, Hofstetter, some residents, and some information. The E-RAU lun will be stopping at the Apartment Complex as part of the regular run to the University Center and the Royal Scottish Inn from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. on April 14. The bus leaves from the front of the University Center at 10 minutes past the hour. E-RAU continues to 11 p.m. in position way. Don't miss this opportunity to see for yourself!!

--Mrs. First

By Mark Shumway
AVION News Editor

BOB ALLEN: More combination events, something that will appeal to a majority of students, not just a few trend aims.

GREG SHAYER: The Spring Flieg was tremendous. I would set this game like Edmonds & Curley that action oriented would go ever wall.

TONY QUIRK: Science fiction movie!

BILL ROBINSON: "I want old rock!!"

BELLE GREEN: Band! Bands! Bands! and more advertising.

KEVIN KENNEDY: The Spring Flieg was good, I liked Mission Mountain Wood Band. I'd like to see more student involvement in the music and more exciting sky dining dozens paid for by E-RAU.

DANIEL EKMAN: Nice concert, and maybe some home parties. I would like to see a published report of where SGA money is going to.

JEFF KLIN: More docents and concerts like the Spring Flieg that are outside with food.

The Executive Board, assisted by a student committee are currently studying the possibility of imposing user fees on persons wishing to use the school parking facilities. The new swimming pool.

Presently parking is included in tuition but, President Jack Hunt, with whom I had an interview, feels that this is unfair because not all students have cars and so are paying for a privilege which they can not use. Parking lot maintenances should be paid for by the users. Also, no buildings, including the new dome, may be build without as much parking to go with it according to present zoning laws. Pres. Hunt and that the whole idea of having the Community is to provide convenient housing for students in case their cars are stolen again students are being made to pay for something for which they have no use.

The swimming pool is the same. It is one of the most interesting for dorm residents who would have the user fee included in their bills. People who live at the Royal Scottish Inn and people who live at some apartment complexes already have use of a pool and so should be able to pay for this one if they wish to use it. Pres. Hunt likes the pool situation of

By Jonathan Bailey
AVION Staff Reporter

MARK SHUMWAY: Student fees, the income could easily two dollars but the upkeep can't kill us." Through the pool was a gift we still have to pay for upkeep and why should this come out of everybody's tuition when some people will never use it.
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Jamaica is a Caribbean island, approximately 116 miles long and 50 miles wide. Our population is 2 million, originating from African, Asian, and European ethnic backgrounds. It is a largely rural country with many areas still being developed by the government. Students there have pressing issues such as transportation and education. The library staff who worked on the workflow program provided only those books which had been requested by the students.

By Michael "Walt" Jaworski
PRESIDENT'S CORNER

I was given a tour of the Maintenance Tech facilities for the first time by Frank Park, B.T.A. Visitation was arranged. Frank showed me the spacious shop and pointed out the problem areas. It seems that the maintenance staff are working hard to improve efficiency and repair time. Students there have been trained to perform maintenance tasks. The "winding program" book shows this. Most of these 2,000 books were added to the library since the mid-1990s. Many were older titles which had been replaced by newer materials. The library staff who worked on this program provided only those books which had been removed.

Jamaican MenMountaineering.

Last Thursday and Friday, April 6 and 7, the Media Center held a special event in the Common Purpose Room of the University Center. Old library books available for sale had been identified by faculty as unnecessary resources for the classes offered there.

By John Wiltse
ASSOCIATE LIBRARIAN
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Hawk XP Gets Floats

WICHITA, KANSAS - Coupled with its introduction for the 1977 model year, has been certified for floats.

"The Floatplane package is seeking to become an increasingly attractive option for many operators, since it has received FAA certification for the Hawk XP floatplane," said Crosnig Senior Vice President Bob Land.

Talking about the combination of the Hawk XP and the Edo 281H-240 floats, Land cited this as the key to improving the performance and usability required for float-plane operation.

Casting Hawk XP Floatplane

"Many of our customers are accustomed to tricycle gear airplanes, and the Hawk XP with floats provides the versatility to be converted back to wheels when needed," Land said.

With gross weight of 2500 pounds and equipped empty weight of 1770 pounds, the Hawk XP with floats has a useful load of 780 pounds. It is powered by a 285-horsepower Continental IO-520-K engine with a constant speed propeller, which requires up to 2500 rpm and meets 1970 noise requirements. Suggested list price of the 1977 Hawk XP with floats is $29,500. The full model is $32,900 and the 80 percent model is $36,000. The optional float plane kit, which reduces the airplane for float installations, is $2,495.

Enhance your civilian career as an officer in the Army Reserve or the Army National Guard. You'll get extra income, immediate management experience and community involvement.

How? Through Army ROTC leadership and management training. To reserve your life after college.

CALL:
PAT HASSETT
904-938-9407 ROOM 322

ARRAY ROTC. THE TWO YEAR PROGRAM.
by Ken Moore, tablespoon

This week will be busy at APH! At the Spring Fling Festival we will kick off the ice cream boom, we have a very important meeting happening this Thursday and we will continue with pledge initiation. All members are required to attend this last min probation meeting as we will be having our new pledge initiates on Saturday, all members and initiatees should attend.

On Sunday morning we will be at the Daytona Beach Airshow hangar at 9:00 AM for the inaugural ceremony. The Ritual dinner will follow the ceremony.

I would like to close my article for APH by saying that we have one of the strongest groups on campus. I will cherish the friendships I have made through the fraternity and will continue to promote the aims and goals of APH within the profession.

Graduates Special Discounts for your Family and Guests at

Introducing a new concept: HearCutting

At Great Ex, you never get a haircut ruined by us. Just a quick request for a cut, we'll shape your hair to perfection. If you're looking for that perfect haircut, we have the expertise to make sure you walk out looking your best.

Our services are tailored to meet your individual needs. Whether you're looking for a classic cut or a modern style, we have the right tools and techniques to deliver.

HearCutting provides a range of services, from the classic to the cutting-edge. We have a team of skilled professionals who are passionate about hair care and committed to providing exceptional service.

Graduates and their family and staff become very community-oriented. In place of the seat of the junior college, which is probably over twice as many students at Embry-Riddle to Daytona Beach, the Blood Dines, for instance, is the largest campus by far. It's Riddle. It's their largest campus by far. The same thing is true of other campuses as well. They are involved in many, many things as real as a trust, as real as every university, and we believe we have the facilities and people's dedicated interest. We are interested in them.

Hunt: We started doing things probably two years ago. We took the complicated task that what we have as worthwhile, that we would be meaningful to the community as well as to the university. We have already put out our marketing brochures. We have included the whole plan, conceptualization to all the faculty and staff in the main campus. They're constant. The more people work on an idea, the more it is going on. We're making sure we do things better, that we can do things what other universities can do, for us to do.

We're in the middle of the Riddle campus area. When we first went there, we brought them the money, and the people got involved.

Each of these entities has been totally involved as part of the community. The last installment was conducted in an interview between Mr. Courir and our president. The last installment was conducted in an interview between Mr. Courir and our president.

What about the community over what we have here? We have here will have probably an opportunity to spend money in the whole community. We have an institution. The people that we have here will have probably an opportunity to spend money in the whole community.

We'll have to help the community. We'll have to help the community.
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STEELERS WIN!


The Steelers softball team won the intramural softball championship by defeating Flight Tech by a score of 13-2.

All the games for the hotly contested championship were well played and attended. The fans at the games showed more school spirit than has been seen on the campus for this term's.

Congratulations go out to all 42 teams that participated in the league and it's a shame there can only be one winner because everyone that participated is a winner.

SCORES FOR THE DAY

Championship Game:
Steelers 13 - Flight Tech 2

Semifinals:
Steelers 11 - SC's 7

Flight Tech over Hang Ten

Quarter Finals:
Steelers 14 - Sigma Phi - B

SC's 15 - Junior 10

Quarter Finals:
Flight Tech 14 - Veterans Club 4

Quarter Finals:
Hang Ten 8 - Snowblind - 1

Quarter Finals:
Snowblind 5 - Baradenseth 4

TENNIS TEAM: (Left to right) Tom Montoya, Mike Isaac, Jon Vetterlow, John Wagles, Bill Davis, (not pictured) Butch Crums.

By Chuck Henry

E-RAU WINS

ERAU won its final game of the season Monday night defeating Florida Bible in the 9th inning behind Ross Swanson's strong defense and Adrian Martinez's powerful hitting. The winning pitcher was Paul Workman.

...And This Week's Question:

Now Comes Miller Time

Distributed By
S.R. PERROTT Inc.
30 White Street
Ormond Beach, FL
Phone 672-2275
By Linda Meynen

What will Embry-Riddle look like in 1980? How does it plan to do with the increasing numbers of students that is expected to be in the future? I spoke to Mr. Richard Queenan, who is in charge of Marketing and Development, to find the answers to these questions.

The student enrollment for the Fall 1978 trimester is projected at 3,500. By the early 1980's, enrollment is expected to approximately 4,100. E-R is now going up with a building plan which will deal with the larger portion of the campus.

The campus building master plan is divided into three phases. Phase 1 includes new on-campus residence halls, an engineering technology lab, and two additions to the Academic Complex. These three projects are anticipated to be completed by the Fall of 1979. Phase 1 deals with the near future, specific plans have already been drawn up.

On-Campus Student Residence Halls - The concept for the new dorms will be a design of nine buildings which will be connected by lower and upper level walkways. The interior design of the two story buildings will include 151, bedrooms with adjacent baths to accommodate 450 students. Parking space will be available next to each building. Construction will take 200 days, with "initial housing occupancy" set for October 6, 1978. These buildings will be located to the rear of the present dormitories.

Engineering Technology Laboratory - The new engineering technology laboratory will be located between the maintenance tech. buildings and the Academic Complex. This two level building will house the wind tunnels (both high and low speed), the smoke tunnel, structures lab, materials lab, and a 60 student drafting and design lab on the first floor. The second floor will have 16 offices to accommodate 20 faculty. The construction of the building is similar to the Aviation Maintenance Tech. building and will take approximate- ly 150 days to complete. No specific date has been set for this project.

Academic Phase 1 Additional Classrooms - Two additional buildings will be added to the Academic Complex. One module will provide classrooms for 40 students and office space for 12 faculty. The second module will provide a library collection, a learning laboratory, student study hall, classrooms for 65 students, and offices open for study facility.

Phase II, which should be completed by 1980, includes a dining room extension to the University Center, parking lots, a physical plant, and a multifunctional building. An administration building will be located next to the U.C. Athletic Field and a field house, with facilities for ROTC, will be built between the U.C. and Clyde Harms.

A media resource center will also be constructed between the U.C. and the Flight Line. Phase III, which is partly into the future (1985 and beyond), will include a science/computer center and an inte- gration resource center. By the end of phase III, the campus should be complete.

Embry-Riddle can keep up with its building plans, the campus will look like a "real campus" by the end of the '80's.

---
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